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Abstract Digital libraries increasingly benefit from re-

search on automated text categorization for improved

access. Such research is typically carried out by using

standard test collections. In this paper we present a

pilot experiment of replacing such test collections by

a set of 6000 objects from a real-world digital repos-

itory, indexed by Library of Congress Subject Head-

ings, and test support vector machines in a supervised

learning setting for their ability to reproduce the exist-

ing classification. To augment the standard approach,

we introduce a combination of two novel elements: us-

ing functions for document content representation in

Hilbert space, and adding extra semantics from lexical

resources to the representation. Results suggest that

wavelet-based kernels slightly outperformed traditional

kernels on classification reconstruction from abstracts

and vice versa from full-text documents, the latter out-

come due to word sense ambiguity. The practical imple-

mentation of our methodological framework enhances

the analysis and representation of specific knowledge
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relevant to large-scale digital collections, in this case

the thematic coverage of the collections. Representation

of specific knowledge about digital collections is one of

the basic elements of the persistent archives and the less

studied one (compared to representations of digital ob-

jects and collections). Our research is an initial step in

this direction developing further the methodological ap-

proach and demonstrating that text categorisation can

be applied to analyse the thematic coverage in digital

repositories.

Keywords digital libraries · text categorization ·
machine learning · support vector machines · analogical

information representation · wavelet analysis

1 Introduction

Evolving digital libraries (DL) [55], with new forms of

digital media result in an increasing variety and num-

ber of digital objects with indexing and classification

needs as part of management for access [21,43] and

reuse [7], in the broader context of digital preservation

and even broader context of information life cycle man-

agement [7]. To apply machine learning (ML) to one

of the standard DL circulation activities, namely text

categorization [48], is part of the cognitive toolbox de-

ployed [18]. In this context, ML is extensively being

experimented with in different development areas and

scenarios; to name but a few, for extracting image con-

tent from figures in scientific documents for categoriza-

tion [33,34], automatically assessing and characterizing

resource quality for educational DL [54,5], assessing the

quality of scientific conferences [37], web-based collec-

tion development [42], automated document metadata

extraction by support vector machines (SVM, [24]), au-

tomatic extraction of titles from general documents [27],
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information architecture [17], to remove duplicate doc-

uments [9], for collaborative filtering [59], for the au-

tomatic expansion of domain-specific lexicons by term

categorization [3], for generating visual thesauri [45], or

the semantic markup of documents [13]. As part of this

direction of research, ML is being tested for its ability

to reproduce parts of collections indexed by widespread

classification schemes in a supervised learning setting,

such as automatic text categorization using the Dewey

Decimal Classification (DDC, [52]), or the Library of

Congress Classification (LCC) from Library of Congress

Subject Headings (LCSH, [20,43]).

All these examples of ongoing work may seem to ad-

dress completely isolated tasks, but if we look at them

from the point of view of the functional entities in a dig-

ital preservation (DP) system, as defined by the OAIS1

reference model [28], we will be able to clearly associate

them with the OAIS functional entities (see Fig. 1).

It is not surprising that most of the currently exper-

imented categorisation tools can be applied to enhance

the possibilities offered to the consumers within the Ac-

cess functional entity, which, in the expanded informa-

tion life cycle terminology, would correspond to use and

re-use of digital objects. Here we will try to analyse in

more depth how the text categorisation could be used

in a real archival environment and what this use could

contribute in particular to DP.

With various information retrieval (IR) and text

categorization (TC, also known as automatic classifi-

cation) models becoming more and more available for

DLs and generating local demand for new, automated

solutions [23], in this paper we test a new TC model

in a real world setting for the above purpose. As TC

research typically uses standard test collections of doc-

uments, we replace them by a small database, the in-

stitutional repository of the University of Strathclyde,

Glasgow, called Strathprints2, indexed by the Library

of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). As due to newly

registered documents, the database keeps on expand-

ing, a need to index digital objects based on previous

practice exists, calling for the application of supervised

ML. In such a scenario, part of the existing, indexed

collection is used to teach the algorithm the indexing

rules and another part to test whether the algorithm

had learnt its homework well.

1 The most popular standard in the area of DP is ISO
14721:2003 (Space data and information transfer systems Open
archival information system Reference model), widely known as

OAIS. It is a functional framework which presents the main com-

ponents and the basic data flows within a digital preservation
system. In this article we will use the terminology in DP as de-

fined in OAIS.
2 http://strathprints.strath.ac.uk/

As part of the experimental setup, we also add two

novel elements to the existing methodology. The first is

a somewhat unusual model of information representa-

tion which is related to content-based image indexing

because it uses wavelets for semantic content represen-

tation [53,61,56]. The second one is that the setup in-

cludes lexical resources as the interpretational context

of content elements in text documents [8]. Although

such a contextual representation scheme for medical

literature in a DL setting had been tested [44], wavelet

analysis is mostly experimented with in the image, video,

and audio processing context, based on analogical in-

formation representation [33,14,31,35,39].

Our reason to test wavelets for text representation is

as follows. Whereas we regard document categorization

by SVM [30,50,49,4,38,6] a particular implementation

of machine learning, an increasingly successful solution

to the classical problem of automatic classification, we

also envisage information representation by vectors, a

standard point of departure for TC by SVM, a limi-

tation of the above attempt, and combine the former

with semantic content representation in Hilbert space

instead of Euclidean space. In this new approach, in-

stead of term and document vectors, term and docu-

ment functions are used to represent the semantic con-

tent of digital objects, with the advantage that func-

tions, having more parameters than vectors, can host

more semantic content in a comprehensive description

than vector space based methods. Given these consid-

erations, the research problem of this article is this:

how efficient is our algorithm in reproducing an exist-

ing classification, i.e. how reliable would it be to de-

velop a scaled up TC application based on this model?

As the results will demonstrate, the proposed approach

has several theoretical and practical points to make,

including bridging the gap between computational lin-

guistics, signal processing, text categorization and dig-

ital libraries, plus introducing a robust, innovative way

of content processing with the ability to integrate dif-

ferent approaches of text and image indexing.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we

briefly introduce text categorization by machine learn-

ing. In Section 3, information representation for text

categorization is discussed in more detail, with stress

on modelling term dependence by semantic kernels in

vector and function space and the role of semantic or-

dering for term expansion. In Section 4, the material

and the method are outlined, with consecutive results

in Section 5. In Section 6 we consider the relevance of

the proposed approach for OAIS and persistent archives

(PA), and we also hint at directions of further research.
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Fig. 1 Some possible uses of text categorisation tools in DP

2 Text categorization by machine learning

Text categorization is the task of assigning unlabeled

documents into predefined categories. Given a collec-

tion of {d1, d2, . . . , dN} documents, and a C = {c1, c2,

. . . , c|C|} set of predefined categories, the task is, for

each document dj (j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}), to assign a deci-

sion to file dj under ci or a decision not to file dj under

ci (ci ∈ C) by virtue of a function Φ, where the func-

tion Φ is also referred to as the classifier, or model, or

hypothesis, or rule. Supervised text classification is a

machine learning technique for creating the function Φ

from training data. The training data consist of pairs

of input documents, and desired outputs (i.e., classes).

Support vector machines have been found the most

effective by several authors [30]. The proposed seman-

tic text classification method is grounded in the kernel

methods underlying support vector machines.

A support vector machine is a kind of supervised

learning algorithm. In its simplest, linear form, a sup-

port vector machine is a hyperplane that separates a

set of positive examples from a set of negative exam-

ples with maximum margin [49]. The strength of kernel

methods is that they allow a mapping φ(.) of x to a

higher dimensional space. In the dual formulation of

the mathematical programming problem, only the ker-

nel matrix K(xi,xj) = φ(xi)
′φ(xi) is needed in the

calculations.

The simplest linear kernel (K(x,y) = (x,y)) essen-

tially calculates the co-occurances of index terms in two

documents. A second or third order polynomial kernel

(K(x,y) = ((x,y) + 1)d) also regards multiple word

co-occurences.

Moreover, any continuous symmetric functionK(x,y)

in L2×L2 may be used as an admissible kernel, as long

as satisfies a weak form of Mercer’s condition [51]: for

all g ∈ L2(RM ),
∫ ∫

K(x,y)g(x)g(y) ≥ 0, .

This latter approach gave rise to radial basis func-

tion kernels ( exp(−γ|x−y|2))), where smaller γ values

will result in smoother, roughly oval shaped decision

boundaries, while larger γ values will give a more irreg-

ular decision boundary.

A recent work explored combining wavelets with

SVMs proving that these kernels satisfy the above ad-

missibility condition [61]. Two admissible wavelet ker-

nels were studied, K(x,y) =
∏M

i=1 ψ(xi−k
j )ψ(yi−k

j ) and

the translation-invariant kernel defined as K(x,y) =∏M
i=1 ψ(xi−yi

j ). The kernel performed well in support

vector regression and classification.
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3 Information representation for TC

Intuitively, if two documents address similar topics, it

is highly possible that they share lots of substantive

terms. After having removed the stopwords, such as

articles and prepositions, and stemmed the rest, the

stemmed terms construct a vector representation for

each text document. Let aj be a document vector in the

vector space model, that is, aj =
∑M

k=1 akjek, where

M is the number of index terms, akj is some weighting

(e.g., term frequency), and ek is a basis vector of the

M -dimensional Euclidean space. This representation is

also referred to as the bag-of-words (BOW) model.

Given this representation, semantic relatedness of a

pair of text fragments is computed as the cosine similar-

ity of their corresponding term vectors which is defined

as:

S(ai,aj) =
aiaj

|ai||aj |
. (1)

3.1 Linear Semantic Kernels

One enrichment strategy is to use a semantic smooth-

ing kernel while calculating the similarity between two

documents. Any linear kernel for texts is character-

ized by K(ai,aj) = a′iS
′Saj , where S is an appro-

priately shaped matrix commonly referred to as the

semantic smoothing matrix [50,49,4,38,6]. The pres-

ence of S changes the orthogonality of the vector space

model, as this mapping should introduce term depen-

dence. A recent attempt tried to manually construct S

with the help of a lexical resource [50]. The entries in

the symmetric matrix S express the semantic similar-

ity between the terms i and j. Entries in this matrix

are inversely proportional to the length of the Word-

Net [19] hierarchy path linking the two terms. The per-

formance, measured over the 20NewsGroups corpus,

showed an improvement of 2 % over the the basic vec-

tor space method. Moreover, the semantic matrix S is

almost fully dense, hence computational issues arise.

In a similar construction, [6] defined the matrix entries

as weights of superconcepts of the two terms in the

WordNet hierarchy. Focusing on special subcategories

of Reuters-21578 and on the TREC Question Answer-

ing Dataset, they showed consistent improvement over

the baseline. As [38] pointed out, polysemy will remain

a problem in semantic smoothing kernels. A more com-

plex way of calculating the semantic similarity as the

matrix entries was also proposed [4]. For a more general

discussion on semantic similarity see Section 3.3.1.

An early attempt to overcome the untenable orthog-

onality assumption of the vector space model was pro-

posed under the name of generalized vector space model

[58]. The article which proposed the model did not pro-

vide empirical results, and since then the model has

been regarded of large theoretical importance with less

impact on actual applications. The model takes a dis-

tributional approach, focusing on term co-occurrences.

The underlying assumption is that term correlations

are captured by the co-occurrence information. That

is, two terms are semantically related if they co-occur

often in the same documents. By eliminating orthogo-

nality, documents can be seen as similar even if they do

not share any terms. The term co-occurrence matrix is

AA′, hence the model takes A′ as the semantic simi-

larity matrix S. A major drawback of the generalized

vector space model is that it replaces the orthogonality

assumption with another questionable assumption. The

computational needs are tremendous too, if the dimen-

sions of A are considered. Moreover, the co-occurrence

matrix is not sparse anymore.

Latent semantic indexing (or latent semantic anal-

ysis) was another attempt to bring more linguistic and

psychological aspects to language processing via a ker-

nel. Conceptually, latent semantic indexing is similar

to the generalized vector space model, it measures se-

mantic information through co-occurrence analysis in

the corpus. From the algorithmic perspective it is an

enormous problem that textual data have a large num-

ber of relevant features. This results in huge computa-

tional needs and the classification models may overfit

the data. The number of features can be reduced by

multivariate feature extraction methods. In latent se-

mantic indexing, the dimension of the vector space is

reduced by singular value decomposition [16].

Using rank reduction, terms that occur together very

often in the same documents are merged into a single

dimension of the feature space. The dimensions of the

reduced space correspond to the axes of greatest vari-

ance. For latent semantic indexing, by dual representa-

tion the kernel matrix is K = V Σ2
kV
′, where Σk is a

diagonal matrix containing the k largest singular values

of the singular value decomposition of the vector space,

and V holds the right singular vectors of the decompo-

sition. The new kernel matrix can be obtained directly

from K by applying an eigenvalue decomposition of K

[12]. The computational complexity of performing an

eigenvalue decomposition on the kernel matrix is a ma-

jor drawback of latent semantic indexing.

3.2 Text Representation Enrichment Strategies by

Term Expansion

In order to eliminate the bottleneck of the traditional

BOW representation, previous approaches in term ex-
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pansion enriched this convention by external lexical re-

sources such as WordNet.

As a first step, these methods generate new features

for each document in the dataset. These new features

can be synonyms or homonyms of document terms as in

[26,47], or expanded features for terms, sentences and

documents as in [22], or term context information for

word sense disambiguation such as topic signatures [2,

1].

Then, the generated new features replace the old

ones or are appended to the document representation,

and construct a new vector representation âi for each

text document. The similarity measure of document

pairs is defined as:

S(âi, âj) =
âiâj

|âi||âj |
. (2)

3.3 Proposed Framework

The basic assumption of our framework is that terms

can be arranged in an order such that consecutive terms

are semantically related. Hence each term acquires a

unique position, and this position ties the term to its

semantically related neighbors. However, given a BOW

representation with a cosine similarity measure, this

position would not improve classification performance.

Therefore we suggest to associate a mathematical func-

tion with each term, thus mapping terms and docu-

ments to the L2 space, and using the inner product of

this space to express similarity. The choice of function

will determine to which extent neighboring terms, i.e.,

the enriching terms, are considered in calculating the

similarity between two documents. This section first

introduces an algorithm that produces the aforemen-

tioned semantic order, then the semantic kernels in the

L2 space are discussed.

3.3.1 An Algorithm for a Semantic Ordering of Terms

The proposed kernels assume that there is a seman-

tic order between terms. Let V denote a set of terms

{t1, t2, . . . , tn} and let d(ti, tj) denote the semantic dis-

tance between the terms ti and tj . The initial order of

the terms is not relevant, though it is assumed to be al-

phabetic. Let G = (V,E) denote a weighted undirected

graph, where the weights in the set E are defined by

the distances between the terms.

Various lexical resource-based [8] and distributional

measures [40] have been proposed to measure semantic

relatedness and distance between terms. Terms can be

corpus- or genre-specific. Manually constructed general-

purpose lexical resources include many usages that are

infrequent in a particular corpus or genre of documents.

For example, one of the 8 senses of company in Word-

Net is a visitor/visitant, which is a hyponym of person

[32]. This sense of the term is practically never used

in newspaper articles, hence distributional attributes

should be taken into consideration. Composite mea-

sures that combine the advantages of both approaches

have also been developed [46,29]. This paper relies on

the Jiang-Conrath composite measure [29], which has

been shown to be superior to other measures [8], and we

also found that this measure works the best for the pur-

pose. The Jiang-Conrath metric measures the distance

between two senses by using the hierarchy of WordNet.

By denoting the lowest super-ordinate of two senses s1
and s2 in the hierarchy with LSuper(s1,s2), the metric

is calculated as follows:

d(s1, s2) = IC(s1) + IC(s2)− 2IC(LSuper(s1, s2)),

where IC(s) is the information content of a sense s

based on a corpus. Distance between given two terms is

calculated according to the following equation: d(t1, t2) =

maxs1∈sen(t1),s2∈sen(t2) d(s1, s2), where t1 and t2 are two

terms, and sen(ti) is the set of senses of ti. The distance

between two terms is usually defined as the minimum

of the sense distances. We chose maximum because it

ensures that only closely related terms will be placed

to adjacent positions by the algorithm below.

Finding a semantic ordering of terms can be trans-

lated to a graph problem: a minimum-weight Hamilto-

nian path G′ of G gives the ordering by reading the

nodes from one of the paths to the other. G is a com-

plete graph, therefore such a path always exists, but
finding it is an NP-complete problem. The following

greedy algorithm is similar to the nearest neighbor heuris-

tic for the solution of the traveling salesman problem.

It creates a graph G′ = (V ′, E′), where V ′ = V and

E′ ⊂ E. This G′ graph is a spanning tree of G in which

the maximum degree of a node is two, that is, the min-

imum spanning tree is a path between two nodes.

Step 1 Find the term at the highest stage of the hier-

archy in a lexical resource.

ts = argminti∈V depth(ti).

This seed term is the first element of V ′, V ′ = {ts}.
Remove it from the set V :

V := V \{ts}.

Using WordNet, this seed term is entity, if the vo-

cabulary of the text collection contains it.
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Step 2 Let tl denote the leftmost term of the ordering

and tr the rightmost one. Find the next two ele-

ments of the ordering:

t′l = argminti∈V d(ti, tl),

t′r = argminti∈V \{t′l}
d(ti, tr).

Step 3 If d(tl, t
′
l) < d(tr, t

′
r) then add t′l to V ′, E′ :=

E′ ∪ {e(tl, t′l)}, and V := V \{t′l}. Else add t′r to V ′,

E′ := E′ ∪ {e(tr, t′r)} and V := V \{t′r}.
Step 4 Repeat from Step 2 until V = ∅.

The above algorithm can be thought of as a modified

Prim’s algorithm [11], but it does not find the optimal

minimum-weight spanning tree.

3.3.2 Semantic Kernels in the L2 Space

The L2 space shares resemblance with a real vector

space. Square-integrable functions replace real-valued

vectors, and the dot product is replaced by the follow-

ing inner product: (fi, fj) =
∫
fifjdx, for some fi, fj

in the given L2 space.

Lately, Hoenkamp has also pointed out that the L2

space can be used for information retrieval when he in-

troduced a Haar basis for the document space [25]. He

utilized a signal processing framework within the con-

text of latent semantic indexing. In order to apply an

L2 representation for text classification, the problem is

approached from a different angle than by Hoenkamp,

taking discounting expansion terms as our point of de-

parture.

Assigning a basis function w(x − k) to the term in

the kth position in a semantic order, a document j can

be expressed as follows:

fj(x) =

M∑
k=1

akjw(x− k), (3)

where x is in [1,M ], and it is the variable of integration

in calculating the inner product of the L2; x can be re-

garded as a “dummy” variable carrying no meaning in

itself. The above formula will be referred to as a doc-

ument function. If the support of the basis function is

compact, the computational cost of the kernel is similar

to that of a linear kernel. Furthermore, with compactly

supported B-splines as the basis, the integral can be

calculated expicitely due to the convolution property

of B-splines, making the eventual computations easier.

The inner product of the L2[1,M ] space is applied

to express similarity between two documents in similar

vein as the dot product does in a real-valued vector

space:

(fi, fj) =

∫
[1,M ]

fi(x)fj(x)dx, (4)

where fi and fj are the representations of the docu-

ments in the L2 space (fi, fj ∈ L2([1,M ])).

0.5

1

1.5

2

fifi-1 fi+1

Fig. 2 Two documents with matching term brand name. Dot-
ted line: Document-1. Dashed line: Document-2. Solid line: Their

product.

With the above formula, a matching term in two

documents will be counted to its full term frequency

or tfidf score, while semantically related terms will be

counted less and less according their semantic similar-

ity to the matching term. Assuming that the terms

brand, brand name, and trade name follow each other

in the semantic order, consider the following example.

The first document has the term brand name, and so

does the second document. In Figure 2, it can be seen

brand name is counted the same way as it would be in

a BOW model with its full term frequency score, brand

and trade name are counted to a lesser extent, while

other related terms are considered even less.

0.5

1

1.5

2

fifi-1 fi+1

Fig. 3 Two documents with no matching term but with related

terms brand and trade name. Dotted line: Document-1. Dashed
line: Document-2. Solid line: Their product.

Now if the two documents do not share the exact

term, only related terms occur, for instance, trade name
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Table 1 Size of training and test sets

Abstracts Full text

Training 4757 5495

Test 1189 1374

and brand, respectively, then the term brand name, placed

between trade name and brand in the s semantic order,

will be considered only to some extent for the calcula-

tion of similarity (see Figure 3).

4 Case study

The kernel outlined in this paper has been benchmarked

on standard test collection and has been shown to be su-

perior to certain semantic kernels [57]. In this paper we

are interested how it performs on a real-world digital li-

brary. Strathprints is “an institutional eprint repository

for making research papers and other scholarly publica-

tions widely available on the Internet” at the University

of Strathclyde, UK [15], its hosting and technical sup-

port provided by the Department of Computer and In-

formation Sciences (CIS). Eprints and usage statistics

software have been installed, configured and managed

by the Centre for Digital Library Research (CDLR) at

the same university. Its digital objects are indexed by

the LCSH classification scheme. From an ML point of

view, this is a multilabel scenario where an instance

of the collection may belong to several categories. Out

of 6869 records, the size of the database on 13th June

2009, we downloaded and processed 5946 abstracts, the

rest being records without abstracts or duplicates. With

14 ppt files removed, only abstracts in doc, html and

pdf format were indexed by their LCSH tags. Keywords

were obtained by a WordNet-based stemmer using the

controlled vocabulary of the lexical database resulting

in 21718 keywords in the full-text documents and 11586

in the abstracts. Keywords were ranked according to

the JCN distance based with the algorithm described

in Section 3.3.1.

With 20 top classes and altogether 176 classes, the

immediate research question was how efficiently SVM

kernels can reproduce different levels of increasingly

fine-grained text categories based on fulltext vs. ab-

stracts only. The corpus was split to 80% training data

and 20% test data; validation was not applied (Table

1).

5 Results

We split the multilabel, multiclass classification prob-

lems into one-against-all binary problems and calcu-

Table 2 Results on abstracts with traditional kernels, top-level

categories

Linear Polynomial RBF

Microaverage P 0.744 0.722 0.880
Macroaverage P 0.685 0.617 0.976
Microaverage R 0.686 0.623 0.017

Macroaverage R 0.464 0.398 0.064
Microaverage F1 0.714 0.669 0.033
Macroaverage F1 0.553 0.484 0.121

Table 3 Results on abstracts with traditional kernels, refined

categories

Linear Polynomial RBF

Microaverage P 0.514 0.457 0.680
Macroaverage P 0.603 0.595 0.951

Microaverage R 0.433 0.348 0.012

Macroaverage R 0.364 0.295 0.174
Microaverage F1 0.470 0.395 0.023

Macroaverage F1 0.454 0.395 0.294

Table 4 Results on abstracts with L2 kernels, top-level cate-
gories

Support length 2 4 6 8 10

Microaverage P 0.732 0.713 0.704 0.696 0.695

Macroaverage P 0.685 0.660 0.657 0.647 0.642

Microaverage R 0.680 0.672 0.671 0.668 0.666
Macroaverage R 0.469 0.462 0.467 0.462 0.459

Microaverage F1 0.705 0.692 0.687 0.682 0.680

Macroaverage F1 0.557 0.544 0.546 0.539 0.536

lated the micro-, and macro-averaged precision and re-

call values, and then their average, the F1 score [60]. For

both sets of measurements, this was the most impor-

tant observation parameter.Only C-SVMs were bench-

marked, with the C penalty parameter left at the de-

fault value of 1. The implementation used the libsvm

library [10]. The results consisted of two parts:

(a) SVM and kernels on Strathprints. We used the

widespread linear, polynomial and RBF kernels on vec-

tors to study classification performance. Polynomial ker-

nels were benchmarked at second and third degree, RBF

kernels were benchmarked with a small value (γ =

1/size of feature set) parameter as well as relatively

high one (γ = 1 and 2). Because of the size of the

fulltext-based vocabulary, the implementation of a lin-

ear semantic matrix (Section 3.1) was prohibitive.

(b) Wavelets on Strathprints. A B-spline kernel with

multiple parameters was benchmarked with the length

of support ranging between 2 and 10. In terms of the

micro- and macroaverage F1 measures, in three out of

four cases the wavelet kernel outperformed the tradi-

tional kernels while reconstructing existing classifica-

tion tags based on abstracts (Tables 2, 3, 6 and 7). In a

repeated experiment based on fulltext documents, the
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Table 5 Results on abstracts with L2 kernels, refined categories

Support length 2 4 6 8 10

Microaverage P 0.516 0.503 0.485 0.472 0.466

Macroaverage P 0.611 0.595 0.572 0.558 0.547
Microaverage R 0.444 0.441 0.439 0.435 0.433
Macroaverage R 0.362 0.360 0.361 0.357 0.358

Microaverage F1 0.478 0.470 0.461 0.453 0.449
Macroaverage F1 0.455 0.449 0.442 0.435 0.432

Table 6 Results on full texts with traditional kernels, top-level

categories

Linear Polynomial RBF

Microaverage P 0.728 0.591 0.949
Macroaverage P 0.555 0.302 0.992

Microaverage R 0.738 0.694 0.568
Macroaverage R 0.612 0.564 0.289
Microaverage F1 0.733 0.638 0.711

Macroaverage F1 0.582 0.393 0.448

Table 7 Results on full texts with traditional kernels, refined
categories

Linear Polynomial RBF

Microaverage P 0.487 0.335 0.880
Macroaverage P 0.571 0.366 0.980
Microaverage R 0.523 0.514 0.230

Macroaverage R 0.576 0.586 0.440
Microaverage F1 0.505 0.406 0.370
Macroaverage F1 0.573 0.451 0.610

Table 8 Results on full texts with L2 kernels, top-level cate-

gories

Support length 2 4 6 8 10

Microaverage P 0.714 0.724 0.728 0.712 0.695
Macroaverage P 0.490 0.482 0.538 0.533 0.532
Microaverage R 0.738 0.731 0.728 0.713 0.666
Macroaverage R 0.612 0.588 0.584 0.574 0.459

Microaverage F1 0.726 0.728 0.728 0.712 0.680

Macroaverage F1 0.545 0.530 0.560 0.553 0.496

opposite was the case, even if the difference in favour

of traditional kernels was a minor one (Tables 4, 5, 8,

and 9). We argue that this goes back to word sense

disambiguation [36]: abstracts had less ambigous terms

than complete documents. In all, the wavelet kernel per-

formed best in the task of reconstructing the existing

classification on a deeper level from abstracts.

6 Conclusion and future research

We feel that the greater information representation ca-

pacity functions as mathematical objects hold over vec-

tors has a utilization potential for OAIS Access on the

one hand. Typically, vectors can represent information

Table 9 Results on full texts with L2 kernels, refined categories

Support length 2 4 6 8 10

Microaverage P 0.462 0.474 0.488 0.480 0.463

Macroaverage P 0.556 0.558 0.573 0.569 0.557
Microaverage R 0.505 0.501 0.493 0.485 0.478
Macroaverage R 0.561 0.499 0.482 0.473 0.463

Microaverage F1 0.482 0.488 0.491 0.483 0.471
Macroaverage F1 0.558 0.523 0.523 0.521 0.510

by norm and angle only, whereas functions, depending

on their types, have e.g. wavelength, amplitude, fre-

quency, driven by many extra parameters which can be

assigned specific meanings, plus the opportunity of a

physical implementation (such as using spectrography

for displaying the conceptual spectrum [56]). Further,

their use brings DLs closer to e-science by applying

physics as a metaphor to the modelling of word seman-

tics. For example our ongoing experiments to use vec-

tor valued functions to characterize evolving semantics

in databases relate this Hilbert space-based TC imple-

mentation to phase space TC and IR, with all their im-

plications for advanced access in an OAIS setting. On

the other hand, in terms of permanent archives (PA,

[41]), this will give one room to experiment with self-

describing objects and knowledge on collection level in

novel ways.

The overall good quality of the first test encourages

further research into the following problems:

– In a digital library circulation process, how to rec-

ognize and separate misclassified items from accu-

rately categorized ones while moving from a super-

vised machine learning environment to an unsuper-

vised one;

– How to scale up text categorization quality assess-

ment in a web harvesting environment;

– How to best exploit the increased information repre-

sentation capability of functions for advanced access

to semantic content.
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